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Abstract


Ecological theory traditionally describes predator–prey interactions in terms of a law of mass action in which the prey


mortality rate depends on the density of predators and prey. This simplifying assumption makes population-based models more


tractable but ignores potentially important behaviors that characterize predator–prey dynamics. Here, we expand traditional


predator–prey models by incorporating directed and random movements of both predators and prey. The model is based on theory


originally developed to predict collision rates of molecules. The temporal and spatial dimensions of predators–prey encounters


are determined by defining movement rules and the predator’s field of vision. These biologically meaningful parameters can


accommodate a broad range of behaviors within an analytically tractable framework suitable for population-based models. We


apply the model to prey (juvenile salmon) migrating through a field of predators (piscivores) and find that traditional predator–prey


models were not adequate to describe observations. Model parameters estimated from the survival of juvenile chinook salmon


migrating through the Snake River in the northwestern United States are similar to estimates derived from independent approaches


and data. For this system, we conclude that survival depends more on travel distance than travel time or migration velocity.


Crown Copyright © 2004 Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction


The first predator–prey models (Lotka, 1925; Volter-

ra, 1926), and nearly all subsequent predator–prey
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models formulated in terms of differential equations,


apply a law of mass action, which has its origins in


chemical reaction theory first proposed by Waage and


Guldberg (1864). In predator–prey models predation


events are typically assumed analogous to the com-

bining of molecules, such that in its simplest form the


predation rate is equal to the product of predator and


prey densities and a constant expressing a rate of in-

teraction. The models have since evolved (Berryman,
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1992), incorporating such refinements as predator sati-

ation (Hollings, 1959), multi-predator and prey species


(May, 1974), and dispersion and diffusion (Okubo and


Levin, 2001). These improvements characterize the ef-

fective densities of predators and prey more realisti-

cally, but they ultimately use the Lotka–Volterra model


mass action assumption. Models that go beyond the


mass action assumption, e.g. ratio-dependent models


(Arditi and Ginzburg, 1989) do not allow for variabil-

ity in the behavior of predators and prey.


It has been noted that the spatial scales of interac-

tions between organisms, sometimes referred to as the


“ecological neighborhood,” is important in determin-

ing population dynamics and in particular predator prey


interactions (Addicott et al., 1987; Murdoch et al.,


1992; Pascual and Levin, 1999; Hosseini, 2003).


Within these local scales of interaction, the movements


and distributions of predators and prey in response to


each other can significantly complicate the interactions


and are likely to invalidate many assumptions in simple


predator–prey models (Lima, 2002). Peterson and


DeAngelis (2000) address this issue by developing an


individual-based model (IBM) of juvenile salmon mi-

grating through a field of piscivores. Simulated pulses


of fish move through a series of cells representing


a stretch of river and within each cell there is some


probability of encountering predators. The authors find


that the estimated intensity of predation depends on the


size of the cells (DeAngelis and Peterson, 2001). This


result is useful in illustrating the importance of spatial


effects and the effects of scale issues on a model.


From a practical perspective, however, the appropriate


cell size is not immediately evident and therefore the


system dynamics depend on a free parameter with an


uncertain ecological meaning. In general, IBMs can


incorporate detailed behaviors and show great promise


in exploring predator–prey reactions, but they are


limited by difficulties in obtaining general results that


can be scaled upward to the population level (Pascual


and Levin, 1999; Murdoch et al., 1992).


The problem of understanding the role of local


scales of interaction on population dynamics can be ap-

proached by identifying individual level behaviors that


are important for determining population dynamics and


incorporating these behaviors into population models.


Gerritsen and Strickler, 1977 developed a spatially ex-

plicit model of predator–prey encounter rates in terms


of relative velocities and densities of zooplankton and


their prey. Here, we consider this problem from a per-

spective somewhat similar to Gerritsen and Strickler’s


model, henceforth labeled GS, in which we define an


interaction length scale in terms of fundamental behav-

iors of the interacting species. Because we are primarily


interested in the survival of migrating prey, we pay par-

ticular attention to the interaction between directed and


random components of movement.


Our approach is motivated by the “mean free-path”


theory, which lies at the foundations of kinetic theory as


conceived by Maxwell and Boltzmann in the late nine-

teenth century. In the kinematic theory of gases, the col-

lision rate between molecules depends not only on the


relative magnitude of velocities but also on the degree


of randomness they exhibit. An emergent property is


the mean free-path length between molecular collisions


(Feynman et al., 1963). We apply this theory to predator


and prey populations by describing their movements in


terms of both directed and random components. This


allows us to distinguish predator tactics such as “cruis-

ing search” and “sit-and-wait” (Hart, 1997). As free-

path length theory characterizes the mean features of a


gas in terms of the small-scale properties of molecules,


the theory applied to animals characterizes large-scale


predator–prey dynamics in terms of the small-scale in-

teractions of the predators and prey.


To demonstrate the practical capabilities of a mean


free-path length theory (MFL), we apply the model


to data on the mortality of juvenile salmon migrating


through the Snake River. During their seaward migra-

tion, millions of juvenile salmon are consumed by in-

digenous and non-indigenous predators (Ward et al.,


1995). This predation is one of several factors that


determine the dynamics of salmon populations in the


Columbia River Basin (NRC, 1996). Understanding the


details of the predator–prey interactions is therefore


of practical as well as theoretical interest. We utilize


an extensive data set where several hundred thousand


spring chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha)


were tagged and released at several hatcheries in the


Snake River Basin (Fig. 1). After a migration rang-

ing from approximately 100 to 800 km, the fish were


detected at a downstream site and mortality for each


release group was estimated. We test the results of the


MFL model, by comparing the fitted model coefficients


to independently estimated values.


Finally, we note that the GS model, which described


interactions among zooplankton in explicit spheri-
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Fig. 1. Map showing Snake River tributaries and the hatcheries from which fish were released for survival studies.


cal coordinates, yields similar dynamics to the MFL


model. This conclusion corroborates a result obtained


by Evans (1989).


2. Model of predator–prey interactions


The assumptions of the model are as follows: (1) a


prey can be described as a point in space that takes a


path with mean velocity U and random component u*;


(2) predators are likewise points with mean velocity V


and random component v∗. The directed components


of velocity have magnitudes U and V; (3) predators are


randomly distributed with a uniform probability dis-

tribution in space with density ρ; (4) the scale of the


predator–prey encounter volume is described by a con-

stant cross-sectional area of interaction α. A predation


event, which eliminates the prey, occurs when a preda-

tor and prey are within a distance r
=

√

α/π.


Over an ensemble of prey and predator–prey inter-

actions, the average time between encounters is τ and


the probability of a single encounter follows a Poisson


distribution such that


probability of predator encounter in time


= exp(−t/τ) (1)
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Fig. 2. Illustration of a prey (arrow) moving a distance x through


a unit area A, of predator habitat. Predators (cylinders) have a cross-

sectional area α. The probability of encountering a predator while


traveling x is equal to the fraction of the unit area covered by


predators.


where t is the total exposure time. This is also an ex-

pression of the survival over time. To derive an expres-

sion for τ, first define the chance a prey encounters a


predator in traveling a short distance as


probability of predator encounter in distance
= 
x


λ

(2)


where λ is the prey’s path length and x is the small


distance in the direction the prey travels.


Similar to the mean free-path length in molecular


collisions (Feynman et al., 1963), the chance of en-

counter can also be expressed in terms of the fraction


of a unit encounter area occupied by predators. Con-

sider a plane of unit area, Aunit = 1, that is perpendicu-

lar to the relative average movement between the prey


and its predators (Fig. 2). Over a short distance of its


path x, the prey sweeps out a small volume Aunitx.


This volume contains n predators where n = ρAunitx.


The area of the plane covered by predators is


Apredator = αn = αρAunitx where α is the encounter


area of a predator–prey interaction. The encounter area


can be expressed in terms of the encounter distance, r, at


which a predation event occurs, so α = πr2. The chance


of encountering a predator traveling the small distance

x is equivalent to the area occupied by the predators


divided by the unit area of the plane, which is simply


probability of predator encounter in x= πr2ρx (3)


Equating Eqs. (2) and (3) the path length is


λ = 
1


ρπr2

(4)


The encounter time, or mean time between encoun-

ters, and path length are related by w, which is the mag-

nitude of the relative speed of the prey with respect to


the predators. Thus, λ = wτ and the characteristic en-

counter time is


τ = 
1


ρπr2w

(5)


The relative speed, which we designate the en-

counter speed, is expressed as a root-mean-square (rms)


speed between the predator and prey as


w = 
�

E[(v − u)2] (6)


Next, represent prey and predator velocity vectors


in terms of their average and random parts as


u = U + u∗ and v = V + v∗ (7)


where U and V are the mean prey and predator velocity


vectors and u* and v∗ are the associated random or fluc-

tuating velocity vectors about the mean vectors. This


decomposition into mean and random parts is com-

monly used in kinematic studies and in hydrodynamics


(Sverdrup et al., 1942). By our definition, the random


components are uncorrelated and have zero means, and


so the expected value of the square of the difference be-

tween the velocity vectors is


E[(v − u)2] = E[U2] − E[2UV] + E[V2]


+E[u∗2] + E[v∗2] (8)


The rms encounter speed defined by Eq. (6) reduces


to


w = 
�

W2 + ω2 (9)


where the squared mean encounter speed is


W2 = V2 + U2 − 2UV cos θ (10)


where V and U are the magnitudes of vectors V and


U, respectively, θ the angle between the mean paths of


the predator and prey, and the mean squared random
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encounter speed is described in terms of the variances


of v* and u* as


ω2 = E[v∗2] + E[u∗2] (11)


Note that ω2 is the sum of the variances of the random


parts of the predator and prey speeds and it admits any


distribution for the random velocities as long as the


mean values are zero.


Using Eq. (9) in Eq. (5) to define τ in Eq. (1), the


probability of a prey encountering a predator over time,


which is also equivalent to the prey survival, S, over


time, is


S = exp 
�

−
t


λ


�

W2 +
ω2

�


(12)


From Eq.
(12)
we can
express the rate of predation


in the form of traditional predator–prey terminology.


Noting ρ= P/H where P is the predator population in


the habitat of volume H, then the rate of mortality ex-

pressed in a Lotka–Volterra type predator–prey equa-

tion is


dS 

dt 
= − 

πr2


H 

� 

W2 + ω2PS
 (13)


Noting the predator’s encounter area, �r2, has a


dimension of area/predator, the combined terms,


πr2
√

W2 + ω2/H, has as dimension of t−1 predator−1


and is thus equivalent to the time constant in
a

Lotka–Volterra type predator–prey equation. However,


here the rate term is specified in terms of the preda-

tor’s ecological neighborhood through the encounter


length scale r, and the predator–prey mean and ran-

dom encounter speeds, W and ω. With visual preda-

tors, r should depend on the range of visibility in the


environment, the sensory ability of the predators, and


the near field probability of a predator’s chance of cap-

turing a prey. The encounter speeds characterize the


probabilities of predator–prey encounters over space


and time.


The model, in the form of Eq. (12) or Eq. (13) has


characteristics not found in a formulation in which


the rate coefficient is simply a constant. For example,


because the predation rate depends on the mean and


random speeds of the predator and prey, the predator’s


foraging rate is explicitly coupled to its energy


expenditure, and so the optimal foraging strategy for


the predator may depend on the character of the prey’s


speed. This issue was explored by Gerritsen (1984) for


the case of random free-swimming aquatic animals.


In addition, prey survival over time and space depends


on the relative motions of predators and prey. Some


special cases illustrating the effect of behaviors on the


survival equation are discusses below.


2.1. Special cases of prey survival


The general MFL model can be further simplified to


a number of cases in which the predators and prey have


different mean and random motions that are germane


to ecological situations.


If prey migrate through a corridor or field of resident


predators, then by definition the predator mean speed


is zero (V = 0), and by definition of the prey’s migration


behavior, its mean speed, is simply its average migra-

tion velocity U. Then the average prey migration time


t, distance x, and velocity are related by x = Ut, and Eq.


(12) simplifies to


S = exp 

�

− 
1


λ

�


x 2 + ω 2 t 2
� 

(14)


Eq. (14) will be referred to as the XT model because


survival depends on both the distance traveled and the


travel time. The relative importance of migration dis-

tance and time on prey survival depends on the random


encounter velocity ω. The length scale λ is a measure


of distance between predator–prey encounters and from


Eq. (4) it depends on the encounter length scale and the


predator density as


λ = 
1


πr2ρ

(15)


Whereas, the x term in the equation could equally


be replaced with Ut, the dependence on x is appropri-

ate for characterizing the survival of animals as they


migrate over fixed distances. In this case, the impor-

tance of migration velocity, i.e. travel time over a fixed


distance, in determining the prey’s survival depends on


the magnitude of the random encounter speed relative


to the average migration velocity. To illustrate the im-

portance of migration velocity, we rewrite Eq. (14) as


S = exp 

�

−

x


λ

� 

1 + 
�ω


U

� 2

 ߙ

(16)


and plot S vs. U/ω for migration over an arbitrary dis-

tance x = � (Fig. 3). The result is a hockey stick like
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Fig. 3. XT model survival vs. average migration velocity U, divided


by the random component of the velocity ω.


survival response versus prey migration rate expressed


in terms of the random velocity relative to the directed


velocity. The break, at which survival becomes propor-

tional to migration velocity, occurs when the migration


velocity drops below the random encounter velocity,


i.e. ω/U
≥ 1.


If the
prey migration is rapid, so the predators are


essentially stationary relative to the prey’s migration


velocity, then U2
∼ W2

ω2. In this case, prey that


move with different
average
migration velocities expe-

rience the same survival probability over a fixed migra-

tion distance even though their migration times may be


different over the distance. Under these conditions, the


asymptotic form of prey survival depends on distance


as


S = exp 
�

−
x


λ

�

(17)


Eq. (17) will be referred to as the gauntlet model and


over a fixed migration distance survival is independent


of the prey’s velocity. Although the average travel time


is related to survival through the average velocity, the


equation S = exp(−Ut/λ) is not a suitable description


of survival in a gauntlet model since both velocity and


travel time are required to characterize survival and


their product is simply the migration length x. In this


case, survival simply decreases exponentially with dis-

tance traveled and is independent of the amount of time


it takes to travel the distance.


If predators and prey are both mobile and resident


within the habitat, then W = 0 and we obtain a tradi-

tional exposure model


S = exp 
�

− 
ω


λ 
t

�

(18)


Note the survival over time depends on the predation


length scale characterized by λ, and the intensity of


the predator–prey interactions as characterized by ω. In


this case, survival declines exponentially with exposure


time t.


In these special cases, the specific rate of prey mor-

tality, defined (1/S) dS/dt = f (
•)/λ, depends on the re-

ciprocal of the predator length
scale λ and a rate func-

tion f (•) that characterizes the rate of predator–prey


encounters. The length scale depends on the number


of predators in the habitat and the predator–prey en-

counter distance r. The encounter rate function char-

acterizes the rate at which predators and prey interact,


which in turn depends on their behaviors. In the gaunt-

let model, each prey encounters an individual predator


at most once while in the exposure model multiple en-

counters are possible.


2.2. Comparison with the Gerritsen–Strickler


model


The Gerritsen and Strickler (1977) predator–prey


encounter model for zooplankton is similar to the MFL


model in that both characterize a relative speed between


predators and prey and describe predation in terms of


an encounter distance. Here, we illustrate the similarity


between the GS model and Eq. (18) and corroborate a


result obtained by Evans (1989).


The GS model assumes uniform distributions of


predator and prey moving randomly in a three-

dimensional field. The model characterizes the fre-

quency of interaction using a spherical polar coordinate


reference frame. The predator and prey have swimming


velocities v and u, respectively and their relative speed


is


w = 
�

u2 + v2 − 2uv cos θ
 (19)


where θ is the angle of prey
relative to the angle of the


vector v of the predator’s motion. Assuming the prey


and predators are randomly distributed, the encounter


rate of a prey to predators in the GS model is


1 

S 

dS 

dt 
= 

πr2ρ 

6 

( ¯ u + ̄  v)3 − | ¯ u − ̄  v|3


¯ u · ̄ 
v
(20)


where ¯ u and ¯ v are the mean speeds of the predator and


prey populations. The equivalent encounter rate in the
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Fig. 4. Comparison of encounter rate of predators by prey as function


of prey and predator speeds for the GS model (—) and the MFL model


(– –).


MFL model is


1 

S 

dS


dt 
= πr2ρ


�

E
(u∗ 2)
+ E(v∗
2)
 (21)


Note that the
mean
speeds
in the GS model
are


equivalent to the rms speeds in the MFL model such


that ¯ u = 
�

E(u∗2) = urms. Thus, the formulations


of the encounter rate by the Eq. (20) for the GS


model and (21) for the MFL model are different.


Furthermore, in the GS formulation the mean speeds


are deterministic, while in the MFL model speeds have


probability distributions with intensities characterized


by the rms speeds. The encounter rates for the case


with probability distributions in the animals’ speeds


were numerically calculated by Gerritsen and Stricker.


On average, Eq. (20) underestimates the encounter


rates by about 1–10% depending on the distributions


assumed for the predator and prey speeds. However,


even though the formulations are different, their char-

acteristics are virtually identical. This is illustrated


in Fig. 4, which compares the encounter rates of the


two equations for differing predator and prey speeds.


Note that in the deterministic form of the GS model,


encounter rates are between 0 and 5% lower than the


rates of the MFL model. This is the same level of under


prediction that Gerritsen and Strickler determined


when comparing the deterministic speeds form of the


GS model to a numerical form in which the predator


and prey speeds were normally distributed.


We conclude that the MFL model is a simpler ex-

pression than the GS model and that it provides a close


fit to the deterministic form of the GS model. The


MFL model agrees even more closely with the numer-

ical form of the GS model using randomly distributed


predator and prey speeds.


In a brief discussion of the GS model, Evans (1989)


simplifies the GS relative encounter rates and includes


a turbulent term that is functionally equivalent to the


random velocities with the important distinction of be-

ing for both predator and prey. He concludes that the


values obtained for encounter rates differ from the GS


model by no more than 6%, corroborating the result


obtained above.


3. A case study with migrating juvenile salmon


We apply the model to data on the survival of juve-

nile salmon during their seaward migration. Each year


during their migration through the Snake and Columbia


Rivers and their tributaries, predators consumed mil-

lions of juvenile salmonids (Rieman et al., 1991). The


major piscivores are the native northern pikeminnow


(Ptychocheilus oregonensis) and three non-indigenous


species—smallmouth bass (Micropterus dolomieu),


walleye (Stizostedion vitreum) and channel catfish (Ic-

talurus punctatus) (Poe et al., 1991). In addition, birds


consume migrating juvenile fish. Notably predation by


the Caspian tern (Sterna caspia) has increased over the


past decade as a result of a substantial increase in its


population (Roby et al., 1998).


These predators are generalists that feed seasonally


and may employ different tactics so our application of


the model to the survival data reflects a mixture of dif-

ferent foraging strategies by predators. However, the


model is flexible and accommodates a variety of be-

haviors. Ultimately, the fact that we know the fate of


thousands of prey after migrating past a field of preda-

tors yields a rich data set for our analysis.


We use mark recapture studies conducted on Snake


River system. Between 1993 and 2003, 287 tagged


groups of spring chinook were released from 17


hatcheries located in the tributaries of the Snake River


Basin (Fig. 1). The fish, tagged with passive integrated


transponders (PIT) (Prentice et al., 1990), were re-

leased from locations in the Snake River tributaries


ranging from 31 to 772 km upstream of the detec-

tion site at Lower Granite Dam. Release sample sizes


ranged from 6 to 51,196 fish with a median release


size of 796 fish. Fish were released between days of
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Fig. 5. Tag group release day of year vs. distance of migration to Lower Granite Dam.


the year 71 through 130 and, in general, fish released


further upstream tended to be released earlier (Fig. 5).


Survivals to Lower Granite Dam were estimated with


the multiple-recapture model for single-release groups


(Muir et al., 2001).


The relationship between log survival and the mi-

gration travel time was variable from one year to the


next (Fig. 6). Individually, only 1996–1998, 2001 and


2002 exhibited significant (p < 0.01) linear regressions


of log(S) versus t, which were weighted by the standard


error of S. Correlations were typically low with only


1993 and 1995 exhibiting r2 > 0.5. No relationship be-

tween log survival and travel time was evident for all


years combined (r2 = 0.08, p < 0.0001). A stronger and


consistent relationship was evident between log sur-

vival and migration distance (Fig. 7). Weighted regres-

sions of log(S) versus x were significant (p < 0.005) for


all years except 1997. The r2 correlations were above


0.7 for 6 of the 10 years and the regression of all years


combined was very significant (r2 = 0.65, p < 0.0001).


Migration velocities increased with release site dis-

tance from Lower Granite Dam. An unweighted linear


regression gave u (cm/s) = 1.4 + 0.026x (km) (r2 = 0.70,


p < 0.0001). However, there was no relationship be-

tween release day and migration velocity (r2 = 0.03,


p < 0.0019).


Table 1


Regressions coefficients for Eq. (22) coefficients for spring chinook hatchery releases and migration to Lower Granite Dam over the years


1993–2003


Year n r2 a (×10−6 km−2) b (×10−5 day−2)


Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E.


1993 17 0.94 3.11 0.34
 −3.21 13.78


1994 38 0.97 4.76 0.21
 6.22 11.79


1995 43 0.80 7.25 1.00 24.35 28.08


1996 15 0.97 7.96 0.44 −18.04 4.60


1997 12 0.68 1.56 1.46 20.66 9.28


1998 15 0.88 1.32 0.27 9.45 3.70


1999 22 0.54 1.19 0.40 4.76 2.85


2000 43 0.60 1.34 0.39 6.73 2.39


2001 26 0.81 1.93 0.43 6.21 2.27


2002 26 0.86 5.19 0.87
 −2.97 5.43


2003 25 0.78 6. 91 1.00
 0.20 5.07


All years 287 0.65 4.85 0.25 −1.85 2.12


“n” is the number of release groups.
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Fig. 6. Regression of log survival, log(S) vs. migration travel time, T(d). Regressions are weighted by 1/(S.E.)2 of S.


Similar results were found in other studies. Muir


et al. (2001), analyzing a subset (1992 through 1998)


of the data used in our analysis, noted that the esti-

mated survival from the hatcheries was inversely cor-

related with migration distance to Lower Granite Dam


(r2 = 0.64, p < 0.001). In a linear regression, survival


also had a weak inverse relationship with travel time


to Lower Granite Dam (r2 = 0.17, p > 0.07). Studies


have also noted that survivals of juvenile salmon mi-

grating through the Columbia and Snake Rivers were


significantly related to the distance traveled but not to


travel time (Bickford and Skalski, 2000; Smith et al.,


2002).


To apply the MFL model to the PIT tag data, we


note that the juvenile salmon rapidly migrate through


the tributaries while the predators are resident within


the tributaries. Therefore, Eq. (14) is an appropriate


form of the MFL model for fitting the juvenile salmon


survival data. To estimate the model parameters, we


write Eq. (14) in a multiple-linear form


(log S)2 = ax2 + bt2 (22)


where the parameters are defined


λ = 
1 

√ 
a


and ω = 
�

b


a

(23)


Because of the large difference in sample sizes, we


weighted the individual survival estimates by one over


the square of the standard error of the survival and


fit Eq. (22) to each year and to the combined years


(Table 1).


Eq. (23) requires that a > 0 and b
≥ 0, otherwise the


model coefficients are imaginary. However, the regres-

sion puts no constraints on the values of a and b. This is


somewhat problematic if the random speed ω, is near


zero. In that case, b is also near zero and may take on a


negative value as a result of estimation error. Therefore,
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Fig. 7. Regression of log survival, log(S) vs. migration distance, X (km). Regressions are weighted by 1/(S.E.)2 of S.


we also calculate λ and ω using regression coefficients


a and b plus and minus their standard errors (S.E.). We


pair the estimates of a plus its standard error with es-

timates of b minus its standard error because a and b


vary inversely in Eq. (22). That is, if due to estimation


error the point estimate of a is low, then we expect that


the point estimate of b will be high. In Table 2, NA


indicates imaginary estimates of ω.


4. Results


The r2 of the XT model fit to data over the years


1993–2003 range from 0.54 to 0.97; the fit to all years


is 0.65, and the p-values are significant at the 0.005


level or greater for all years (Table 1). Estimates of


λ range between 354 and 917 km and estimates of ω


range between 0.5 and 12 cm/s. Including all years to-

gether, the encounter velocity is less than 0.6 cm/s and


Table 2


Model parameters, λ in km, ω in cm/s


Year λmax λave λmin ωmax ωave ωmin


1993 601 567 539 5.0 NA NA


1994 469 458 449 5.3 3.1 NA


1995 400 371 348 7.3 5.0 NA


1996 365 354 345 NA NA NA


1997 3131 800 575 12.0 9.9 7.4


1998 975 871 794 8.6 7.3 5.7


1999 1127 917 793 6.9 5.5 3.5


2000 1026 864 761 7.1 6.1 4.9


2001 815 719 651 5.7 4.9 3.9


2002 481 439 406 1.9 NA NA


2003 412 381 356 2.4 0.5 NA


All years 466 454 443 0.6 NA NA


Subscripts min and max are defined by standard errors on the param-

eters. NA indicates estimate not computable because of a negative b


estimate.
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the mean free-path length is 454 km. In some years,


because b is negative, the random encounter velocity


ω cannot be calculated, but in all years except 1996


the upper estimate of ω can be calculated. An estimate


of ω is not possible in 1996 because b is negative and


the standard error is less than the absolute value of b.


However, λ is not affected by this negative b estimate in


1996. Regressing log S against x gives λ = 354, which


is identical to λ obtained by Eq. (22) that includes the


negative b. We conclude that in 1996 ω= 0, which im-

plies survival is best characterized by a gauntlet process


of Eq. (17).


5. Comparison with independent predictions


To evaluate the model, we compare parameters es-

timated from the XT model to estimates derived from


other methods using independent observations.


5.1. Encounter distance


From Eq. (4), the predation encounter distance, r,


characterizing the average distance at which a preda-

tion event occurs can be written


1

√

πρλ

(24)


To estimate r, the predator density over the migra-

tion path is required. To derive a very approximate


estimate of ρ, we use population estimates of northern


pikeminnow and smallmouth bass, which are the


major predators of juvenile salmon in the river (Poe


et al., 1991; Knutsen and Ward, 1999). Estimated


populations for Lower Granite Reservoir are 26,000


northern pikeminnow larger than 250 mm (NMFS,


2000) and 20,911 smallmouth bass larger than 174 mm


(Bennett et al., 1997). Dividing the combined pop-

ulations by the volume of Lower Granite Reservoir,


597 × 106 m3, the predator density approximation is

ρ = 7.9 × 10− 5 predators m− 3. Using the range of the


mean estimates of λ, from Table 2, the predator–prey


encounter distance varies between 6.6 and 10.7 cm


with the estimate for the combined years of r = 9.4 cm.


Because λ is derived from survival estimates of fish


migrating for several weeks, the encounter distance


represents an average of day and night conditions over


the migratory period.


For an independent estimate of the encounter


distance, consider observations of predator reaction


distance, which should be somewhat greater than the


encounter distance because reaction distance identifies


the distance at which a predator first reacts to a prey


while the encounter distance, by definition, is the dis-

tance within which on average a predation event occurs.


Reaction distance depends on water clarity and light


level (Vogel and Beauchamp, 1999). In 1997, the water


clarity based on horizontal secchi disk readings in the


Grande Ronde, a tributary of the Snake River, ranged


between 20 and 100 cm, with a mean of about 50 cm


(Steel, 1999). This equates to a turbidity reading of


about 40 NTU (Steel and Neuhauser, 2002). Addition-

ally, secchi disk readings in Lower Granite Reservoir


typically vary between 10 and 50 cm (CRDART, 1998).


Using the Vogel and Beauchamp (1999) reaction dis-

tance formula for the response of lake trout to rainbow


and cutthroat trout prey, the reaction distance is 37 cm


under midday conditions (100 lx) and a turbidity of


40 NTU, while in a midcrepuscular period (0.17 lx)


the reaction distance is 5 cm. Additionally, note that


laboratory studies on brook trout (Sweka and Hartman,


2001) and rainbow trout (Barrett et al., 1992) found


reaction distances less than 20 cm for turbidity levels


greater than 30 NTUs. Furthermore, because the


reaction distance is zero at night, the reaction distance


averaged over the day should be about half the midday


values and thus between 10 and 20 cm.


Thus, the 9 cm encounter distance derived from the


XT model is reasonable because it is close to the reac-

tion distances estimated above. Consequentially as has


been found in other systems (Gregory and Levings,


1998), we may expect that, in the Snake River tribu-

taries, water visibility may be an important determinant


of predator–prey encounter distance and therefore of


juvenile salmon survival.


5.2. Random encounter velocity


The predator–prey random encounter velocity de-

pends on the random prey velocity u*, and the random


predator velocity v∗, according to Eq. (11). An upper


estimate of u* can be derived from Zabel (2002) in


which the distribution of smolt migration travel times


was modeled with an advection-diffusion equation con-

trolled by two parameters: migration velocity u, and a


spread term σ2. The travel time distribution is inversely
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related to the migration velocity distribution and, based


on Tweedie (1957), the variance in the migration ve-

locity is


Var 
�x


t 

� 

= 
u 

x 
σ2 + 

2


x2

σ 4 (25)


where x is the migration distance. The square root


of Eq. (25) provides an upper estimate of u*. From


4 years of data, wild Snake River spring chinook


migrating 233 km from the Salmon River to Lower


Granite Dam 
√

Var(x/t) ranged between 9.0 and


16.1 cm/s.


For a second measure of the encounter velocity,


consider predator velocities determined from radio-

tagged Northern pikeminnow in John Day Reservoir.


Using fish positions determined several times per day


in May 1993 and 1994, an average velocity over the


ground was 7 cm/s in the tailrace and 1 cm/s in mid-

reservoir (Martinelli and Shively, 1997; Martinelli et


al., 1993). Additionally, the coefficients of variation


were about one in both areas so the random velocity


about equals the average velocity, and to a first order


the predator random velocity is expected to be a few


cm/s.


In comparison, the XT model estimated encounter


velocity for the Snake River tributaries ranges between


0 and 12 cm/s. Although these estimates are relatively


close, a direct comparison between them is problem-

atic. First, uncertainty in all estimates is large and it


is not possible to put meaningful confidence intervals


on any of them. Second, the estimates derived from


prey and predator movements only represent compo-

nents of the combined estimate of the XT model. Third,


the prey random velocity estimated from Eq. (25) con-

tains additional elements other than the actual random


swimming velocity. Eq. (25) is derived from a differ-

ence in arrival times of fish after traveling the distance


x. Because early in migration juvenile salmon mostly


migrate at night and are presumed to hold station near


the bottom during the day (Zabel, 2002), the spread in


a release group’s arrival time at a downstream location


is the result of both their actual random swimming ve-

locity and their diel station holding behavior. Thus, the


velocity derived from Eq. (25) should represent an up-

per limit of u*. Considering these caveats, XT model’s


estimate of ω on the order of a few cm/s is reasonable.


6. Discussion


The MFL model was motivated by the finding that


the survival of migrating juvenile salmon was indepen-

dent of their migration time (Muir et al., 2001; Smith


et al., 2002). While many predator–prey models do not


easily explain this puzzling result, the mean free-path


perspective provides an intuitive explanation that is


valuable for exploring how behavior affects the spatial-

temporal characteristics of predator–prey encounters.


Furthermore, while the MFL model does not provide


spatial details of predator–prey encounters, it implic-

itly contains spatial scales and directionality and so


provides a way to characterize the dynamics within


homogeneous cells frequently used in individual based


models (IBMs). Below we elaborate on these ideas.


The contrast in the way the MFL model treats spatial


scales compared to IBMs is illustrated by comparing


our model to an IBM of salmon predator–prey inter-

actions (DeAngelis and Peterson, 2001). One problem


with IBMs is that model response is often sensitive to


the cell size. DeAngelis and Peterson (2001) explored


this problem in their model of salmon smolts migrat-

ing through a river described by a series of cells and


suggested a sharp increase in smolt mortality as cell


size increased from 4 to 50 km was an artifact of im-

properly characterizing the ecological neighborhood of


the predator–prey interaction. The MFL model is con-

tinuous and overcomes this problem by avoiding the


need of setting the correct cell size; in effect, the data


determine the scale of the model.


Further comparisons between the MFL model and


the Peterson and DeAngelis model emphasize the con-

sequences of how predator–prey interactions are spec-

ified. The MFL model encounter rate depends on the


predator and prey random speeds and the prey migra-

tion rate, and so if fast migrating prey pass a gauntlet of


slow predators, survival depends on the gauntlet length


but not the rate of passage since a predator only gets one


chance at a prey. In the Peterson and DeAngelis model,


encounter rate is characterized by the GS equation,


which depends on predator and prey random speeds,


but not on the mean prey velocity (Peterson and De


Angelis, 2000). Consequentially, a prey can encounter


a predator multiple times and so mortality depends on


the migration rate since it determines cell residence


time. These alternative encounter representations pro-

duce diametrically opposed survival relationships. At
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low smolt density, cell-based survival increases in an


exponential-like manner with increasing flow, while


MFL-based survival asymptotically approaches a con-

stant as flow increases (Fig. 3). These differences il-

lustrate the importance of properly characterizing how


animals move between cells and what they do within


a cell. We emphasis this issue because cells and grids


are powerful constructs for modeling animal dynamics


in complex landscapes (Tischendorf, 1997; Nestler et


al., 1997; Bian, 2003; Booker et al., 2004). Further-

more, the MFL model can readily be incorporated into


a Peterson/DeAngelis-type cell-based model.


How animals move and interact with their environ-

ment is fundamental in determining predator–prey en-

counter rates and therefore population dynamics. For


example, in an individual-based model, Mitchell and


Lima (2002) found that random search predators are


more efficient at finding stationary prey than randomly


moving prey while the opposite is true if the preda-

tors have a spatial memory of the prey distribution.


From studies on sit-and-wait invertebrate predators in


streams, Woodward and Hildrew (2002) suggested that


prey availability, effectively the product of density and


encounter rate, may be more important in determin-

ing predator impact than prey density itself. They also


noted that the impact of sit-and-wait predators might be


different from the impact of search predators. Luttbeg


and Schmitz (2000) found that differing assumptions


about prey behavior and risk perception could produce


similar or different community dynamics, community


persistence and resource use. They emphasized the


importance of better understanding and representing


the behavioral and cognitive capabilities of the prey.


Blaine and DeAngelis (1997), analyzing an herbivore-

periphyton model, found that the conditions in which


the herbivore moved between patches affected how spa-

tial heterogeneity and biomass responded to nutrient in-

puts. These studies and others illustrate the importance


of animal behavior, memory, and adaptive responses to


population dynamics. However, the specific behaviors


are not readily represented by the traditional sit-and-

wait and searching categories of predator–prey interac-

tions (Hart, 1997). In contract the MFL approach, offers


a simple and unique quantification of fundamental be-

haviors in terms of the random and directed motions of


both predators and prey. Furthermore, because encoun-

ters are described by speeds, the energetic costs of the


predator–prey strategies can be quantified and ranked.


Undoubtedly, behavior and environmental covari-

ates can add formable layers of complexity to a model.


However, by linking covariates to the effective preda-

tor density and predator encounter distance, which to-

gether determine the mean free-path length, we can


potentially reduce the complexity. For example, An-

derson and Van Holmes (manuscript in review) relate


encounter distance to transparency based on a study


of Gregory and Levings (1998) and effective predator


density to temperature based on how predator digestion


changes with temperature (Vigg and Burley, 1991). In


principle, the effect of the prey consumption rate on


predator satiation could also be formulated in terms of


the effective predator density, although a simple ana-

lytical solution is unlikely. However, instead of incor-

porating more complex predator dynamics into a prey


survival model, it is feasible to use the MFL theory to


define prey encounters in a detailed predator foraging


model, for example as in Jeschke et al. (2002). In the


present model, the effects of predator satiation are re-

flected in the effective predator density, which in turn


affects the mean free-path length. Therefore, we expect


a longer mean-free path length as predators become


satiated.


While the statistically derived mean-free path char-

acterization of animal movement is relatively unique


in ecology, which typically considers individual-based


animal movements, the two approaches have similari-

ties. Matthiopoulos (2003) studied an animal’s use of


space limited by preference and accessibility in terms


of the total path length (l) and the maximum distance


(ρ) achieved over the path. The MFL model contains


similar concepts: l is equivalent to λ, and ρ is equiva-

lent to Ut. Cuddington and Yodzis (2002), considering


individual random walks through a spatially complex


fractal environment, characterized how environmental


constraints, such as a river valley, limit animal mobil-

ity. The number of new sites a walker visits depends on


the fractal, or spectral dimension, of the environment.


On a one-dimensional landscape, the number of new


sites visited is proportional to the square-root of time


while the number of sites visited on a two-dimensional


surface is proportional to time. Thus, reduced fractal


dimensionality of the environment reduces encounters


with new sites. The MFL model has an analogous in-

terpretation. In the form, S = exp 

�

− ω

λ 
t

�

1 + (W/ω)2

�

, the


term W/ω is a fractal-like dimension. When W/ω> 1
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predators and prey tend to move at some fixed angle


to each other and prey survival over a fixed migration


distance is greatest and independent of time. As the


ratio decreases, movements of predator and prey take


on higher dimensions, while mortality increases and


becomes dependent on time. Thus, we see that fractal


characteristics of movement can affect predator–prey


dynamics in both restricted and unrestricted environ-

ments. Furthermore, the equation’s rate coefficient,


ω/λ, characterizes the strength of mortality per unit


time. We suggest that the mean firee-path length con-

cept, quantified by these two ratios, provide a very ba-

sic way to compare and contrast diverse predator–prey


systems.


Returning to the issue that motivated our work,


we find that the model fit to smolt survival data pro-

duced random encounter velocities of a few cm/s with


within-year variations of about 50% and an across-year


variations of about 100% (Table 2). These rather large


variations may be associated with environmental prop-

erties such as water transparency or river hydraulics


that affect the parameters in ways not explicit in the


model. The large random encounter velocity in 1997,


which was a year of high flow and low transparency,


supports this possibility. On the other hand, our data


represent fish survival from 17 hatcheries located on


different tributaries between 31 and 772 km above


Lower Granite Dam, and so we may expect variations


in fitting such a diverse set of data with a two-parameter


model. In any case, with random encounter and migra-

tion velocities about 5 and 15 cm/s respectively, then


U/ω is about 3, and from Fig. 3 we see that survival


is largely independent of migration velocity. In other


words, fish pass a gauntlet of predators so that migra-

tion distance, not migration velocity, is a major factor


determining the survival of juvenile spring chinook


migrating through the tributaries of the Snake River.


Finally, as a check on the model, we estimated the


parameters using independent methods and data. The


predator encounter length scale, derived from predator


density and the prey’s mean free-path length, was close


to the predator’s visual field during the migration. Es-

timates of the random encounter velocity from direct


observations of predator and prey swimming speeds


agreed with the model estimated random encounter


velocity. The fact that our model-derived parameters


are consistent with these independent estimates demon-

strates the feasibility of the model.
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